Multi-Zone 70V & 8Ω Indoor/Outdoor Audio System:

- Multiple zone audio system with 70V indoor speakers and 8-ohm outdoor speakers
- Mic ducking occurs in all zones
- Discrete volume control for each zone with volume control knobs on outdoor speakers

System Notes
1. First amp handles mixing, mic ducking, and level controls for entire system.
2. Master Volume knob on each amp will change level on speakers connected to that amp but not the level going to the other amps.
3. The master volume knob on the 70V amp will control volume to the 70V speakers but will not affect the level going to the amp(s) downstream. The Input Gain (such as Mic or Source) level on the 70V amp can be adjusted and will adjust the level going to the amp(s) downstream.
4. Select Global In for all Channels and open the Source Gain level wide open (full gain).